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CONCEPT
The meaning of the film is to narrate a collection of segments of women’s lives from different continents. Brazil,
Kenya, Cambodia - The violence suffered by women is the extreme expression of discriminations and worst crimes.
When meeting them, JR wants to testify their force, their courage and their noble struggle: first to live, then to
exist.
Avant-gardiste, JR is part of the new wave of artists in contemporary Art, experimenting in the cinematography
techniques of the future.
Working undercover, he transforms streets, buildings, warzones and entire villages with his photographic
observations – forcing viewers to see art that they might not otherwise encounter.
JR works with a 28mm lens, with a wide-angle focal length, and often stands just a few centimeters from his
subject. His photos are up front, honest and open. JR plays with identity and forces us to ask questions about
people we think we know, giving a new approach to the way they are represented.
The intention of the film “28 millimeters – Women” is to go behind the image and bring it to life. The women play
the lead role in this film, it is their stories. It is not in any way an investigation nor a classic documentary film. JR is
part of a generation of young artists who communicate using their expertise in digital and video techniques rather
than storytelling in the traditional sense.

More than any other project, the film has a unique concept & vision, which have never been approached before.
Mixing real stories testimonies, impressive soundtrack & music, and huge scale poster exhibitions in the streets,
we travel through JR’s camera and are witness of Women conditions all over the world.
The unique cutting edge visual language brought together in images and sounds come to life inside a new cinema
making. The colossal sizes of his installations, that are literally spectacular, are the perfect match for the big screen.
The cinema is the best medium for establishing the rapport between big and small. Giant figures are stuck high up
on the wall and the passers-by are tiny by comparison. In JR’s work, people –women, exist, their intensity, pain or
hope, profoundly so gripping are transcended by JR’s art and filming talent. They become modern heroes,
acquiring a stature that has rarely been seen.

STRUCTURE
Action takes place in 3 continents and main countries: Brazil, Kenya and Cambodia.
The film starts in the Brazilian favela, where we see JR’s huge posters and reactions of the women on these. They
tell their stories. Then we go to Kenya and again, in a context of disorder and riot, see how women deal with life
there. Finally, Cambodia shows us the violence of expropriation, through women’s eyes and interviews.
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“The Women project wants to underline the pivotal role
of women and to highlight their dignity by shooting them
in their daily lives and exhibiting them on the walls of
their country.” (…)
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“In discovering what all of these people have in common,
be it in Africa, Asia or South America, we are able to get a
little closer to the universal truth of what it is to be
human.” (…)

DIRECTOR’s NOTE
“My film raises fundamental questions, in a subtle way. We meet people who are confronted both with death and
real life. We meet people who have to deal on a daily basis with happiness and great sadness; people who have
nothing yet are generous and willing to share what they have. We meet people who have experienced immense
pain in the past, yet are still determined to build a happy future for them. “

“The starting point for my film is to research the stories behind the images. I want to transport the people who
look at my pictures. Wherever they are and whatever they do, I want to bring them closer to human nature, to help
them gain a better understanding of others. Of those who are different, those who come from other cultures, other
countries, other lives, far from the tourist circuits.”
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“My film takes us to places where the media only go to report when something newsworthy has happened. These
places are associated with events. The shantytowns of Kibera are synonymous with the riots. Favelas are
synonymous with drug trafficking. Phnom Penh is synonymous with political violence.
(…)
When I go to these places, it is not to relay or to contradict what has been said by the press, but simply to uncover a
reality that has been smothered by the sensation seekers.”

“My film tells the real-life stories of the women that lie behind
the photographs.”

“new shooting technologies”
“In terms of how I direct this, my plan is to try out a visual style that is
neither an inventory nor a picture book. This new visual language will
involve the new technologies that I have grown up with. “

-

“The use of a 28 millimeter lens allows me to get extreme close-ups of my subject’s faces.
It forces them to reveal their true selves. As a young filmmaker, I feel that cinema is really all about getting
close to the truth within each person and not just about telling a story”.

-

“Bringing back the time-lapse technique: this technique allows me to capture long sequences by putting a
series of photos shot in high definition, one after the other. This technique also makes it possible to zoom in or
out on any shot whilst conserving the quality of the image as well as helping to maintain the character of a
photograph (notably the graininess of the image). These visual effects will be scattered throughout the film
that is shot in very high definition”.

-

“Kinescopage video footage produced using the most recent technology that has been created for digital
cameras. This raw photographic technique will help me lay bare the close relationships that developed
between these women and myself as we got to know each other (their eyes will look like passageways carrying
us from one country to another, or from one scene to another…)”

-

“Inserting original footage from local and international media in the form of posters being stuck back up and
then turned into moving images using the time-lapse technique.”

-

“My voice will accompany certain passages in the film.”

-

“Finally music, which I consider essential. The music will be inspired by the sounds that can be heard in each
country. Music as a vector for trance. To achieve this I intend to work with Massive Attack, Patrice and Damon
Albarn. “
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JR
JR, internationally acclaimed street Parisian artist and photographer, has been making big waves in the art world
this past year with massive public photographic installations worldwide. These images have literally stopped a
legion of admirers in their tracks with their sheer scale and emotional depth.
Using a camera he found once in the subway, JR finds inspiration in informal encounters he makes following his
travels and his intuitions.
In recent years, the urban activist JR has been photographing non-stop and has been involved in many ambitious
international projects. As an undercover photographer, he transforms his pictures into huge-scale installations
pasted directly onto walls in streets all over the world, making open space photo galleries out of our streets.
From 2001, he has been pointing his camera to a number of communities (writers, breakdancer, fresstylers...), and
worked with popular actors and musicians such as Vincent Cassel, IAM or the Gotan Project

.
From 2004, he has been working on the 28 millimeters project, in 3 parts - Portrait of a generation, Face 2 Face,
Women are heroes- led him up to the New York Times front page and many international renowned exhibitions.
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With the help of enthusiastic residents, JR managed to cover 2,000
square meters of local rooftops with photos of the eyes and faces of the
women of Kibera, giving them a monumental voice and presence in a city
where their own existence is often marginalized...
In order to further spread his message throughout the massive city, JR
also encapsulated the local train that runs through the area twice daily.
Reflecting the eyes of local women alongside the ones photographed in
Brazil, India, Cambodia, and other parts of Africa whose stories and
images reveal a global solidarity of plight and purpose.

JR’s WORK
CHECK IMAGES + VIDEOS: http://www.jr-art.net/ & http://28millimetres.com/women

>

28 Millimeters, Portrait of a generation
Ladj Ly, by JR - 2004

>

28 Millimeters, Face 2 Face
Holy Tryptich - 2006

>

28 Millimeters, Face 2 Face
Collage on the dividing wall; Guardrail, Palestinian
side, Bethlehem – March 2007

>

28 Millimeters, WOMEN
Collage on the Favela Morro da Providência, Rio de
Janeiro, Brazil – August 2008

>

Tate Modern – London, May 2008
Exhibition on the North side

>

Liberation, November 17th 2007
JR is editor in chief of that special issue

>

Venice Biennial – June 2007
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“Since day one, I have openly exhibited my pictures on the
street in the format of giant posters, attracting the attention of
people who do not usually ever go into museums. My work is a
mixture of art and action; it speaks about militancy, freedom,
identity and boundaries.”

PRODUCER’s NOTE
When the riots broke out in the suburbs of Paris, France was under siege from the media.

The French media,

then the European media, then the world’s media broadcast explosive images of angry young people. Up until that
moment nobody had ever seen or heard these young people and now it seemed they were unstoppable. Headlines
across the globe read “Paris is burning”.

JR was twenty years old at that time. As a young photographer he quickly understood that his place was there, at
the centre of it all, to listen to what these young people were trying so hard to express and to try his best to
communicate their message. His modus operandi: filming in close up (with a 28-millimetre lens) a collection of
smiling or frowning faces, whether young or old. He listens to them, talks to them, debates with them, and
convinces them. Then he prints out his pictures in unbelievable, unique, large poster formats. Loads of, rolls of film,
pots of glue, JR and his friends hanging off cables like urban monkeys, climbing up scaffolding, and there we have
it: the gloomy high rise blocks of council flats are covered in wild, mad, amazing portraits.
Cars are burning, helicopters are hovering and cameras are filming! CNN broadcast images of a car park consumed
by flames, and as the whole world watches on, JR’s giant portraits are clearly visible in the background. In this
apocalyptic decor, you can’t help but stop and stare at these powerful images created by JR on the television
screen.

On that day, at the age of twenty, in Clichy-Montfermeil, a young artist was born, the world’s media circus
has just met him, he is known as JR.

JR is now 26. Every day the media bombards him with images of chaos and violence from around the world. What
he wants is to go and see from himself to get a different perspective. He wants to meet and engage with people
from every continent. He immerses himself in the lives of those who the rest of the world has forgotten. He spends
among them, experiencing their raw version of humanity, free of all gadgets and western sophistication. He
witnesses the horror of daily life that goes on in the heart of the favelas.

The faces of exhausted warriors, the tears of heartbroken mothers,
the short-lived moments of happiness, the gracious warmth of people
that have suffered greatly. All of this is food for art and JR’s work.
Without being overtly political, JR manages to bring global crisis back
to a human level. Beyond the anonymity of television news, JR goes in
search of human faces.

.

TREATMENT
Selected moments…
Kenya
The story opens with a train covered with women’s faces, travelling across Kibera in Kenya, the largest
shantytown in East Africa.
It is like every other commuter train, transporting hundreds of people just like us every single day. Every day it
takes the men to work, returning them to their families in the evening.
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We take a closer look at Kibera. Archive images from the post electoral riots that took place in January 2008 show
clashes between enemy ethnic groups living in the shantytowns. We see images of soldiers shooting at civilians
from the railway tracks. The images are incredibly violent and it is difficult to get a clear picture of what really
happened.
Then we come back to Kibera in 2009 to show a scene different to that portrayed in the media. A group of men are
explaining why they took part in the riots and pulled up the railway tracks. Their tone of voice is relaxed, their
discussion is calm, their words are simple, as if they were speaking to children.
The faces covering the train seem to express all the stories and suffering experienced by this community. This
railway line, charged with history, was the first one to be built in Africa and that is why we chose this train to stick
the images onto.

There is Kristina, who is 18 year old, HIV positive, and a mother of two boys. Her husband was killed during the
riots so she now brings up their children on her own. She sells crisps and describes herself as a ‘business woman’.
She wears a Nike hat, she is very moving to listen to and is very proud of her success. Kristina wants to be one of
the people on the train. She wants to exist in the eyes of those closest to her, but also in the eyes of the world.
“Through this photo, I want people to know me and know my story”

A few days later, both the roof and sides of all eight coaches of the train that runs between Nairobi and Kikuyu ,
were covered with the portraits of women from all over the world, including Kristina’s.

Brazil - Rio de Janeiro.
The inhabitants see pictures on the television every day of the feuds between the favelas: it is their only source of
information. The favelas are ghettos where nobody dares to enter. So when they broadcast news about the favelas,
the TV stations tend to exaggerate the facts in order to create an atmosphere of paranoia and to keep their viewers
in a state of suspense.

Three young people were killed in the Morro da Providencia favela: the effect is an electroshock. They were sold
out by the army to an enemy favela and were found dead two days later. Their dismembered bodies were found in
amongst the rubbish by their mothers, their families and their friends. The whole favela was brought to tears by
this drama. Everyone is shocked by the escalation of violence.
In order to exorcise this tragedy and the associated trauma, the inhabitants of the favela express their pain through
the photographic portraits and collages of members of their community.

The woman photographed on the steps of the favela is Benedita. She is 68 years old and is the grandmother of one
of the victims. She brought up her grandson and witnessed the army taking him away, she is telling her story….

Cambodia
We meet Chantha, 45, and Nou, 30, two strong women who have been threatened with eviction by a local property
company for the last three years. On the 24th January 2009 they were forced out with tear gas, and watched as
their houses were reduced to rubble by an army of bulldozers.

We let ourselves into a building site just a few feet away from where their houses had once stood and stuck up two
big photographic portraits of them: a powerful symbol of their own stories and what they have been through. We
watch on as the images of their faces are removed with pickaxes and mallets, reflecting the tragic reality of the
current situation in this country.

“Call it “Art” or whatever you like, it is a real as the war taking place here every
day, one day it will no longer be here….but we will remain here, alive and
determined to fight against the reality of our situation, determined not to
disappear…”

Fade to black, daybreak…A shot of a boat in the distance slowly moving towards us. There are women’s eyes from
all over the world (all those that we have seen during the film) stuck to sides of its huge containers. Each
expression is different: smiling closed, tearful, and vacant. Each container is carefully unloaded onto the dock and
then lifted onto a lorry heading for Rome. As the pairs of eyes enter Rome, passersby look surprised. Especially the
immigrant market vendors, who look on in disbelief at these alien faces on Italian soil.
We are at the end of our journey, Rome. An image of old Europe which remains the dream for many of the women
that we came across during this project. We can hear the voices of these women off camera, introducing
themselves and telling bits of their story…without the viewer knowing who is who.
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INTERNATIONAL PRESS REVIEW

VANITY FAIR (Germany), January 2009, 6 pages

LIBERATION (France)

LIBERATION (France), special issue, March 2009

LE MONDE (France)

Marie-Claire (US)

LE SOIR (BE)

THE TIMES (UK)

THE NEW YORK TIMES (US)

THE FINANCIAL TIMES (US)

THE INDEPENDENT MAGAZINE (UK)

HAARETZ (Israel)

